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The statistical consultant is concerned ':ri th statistical y>.coblems .J.e:ctai.n

ing to research in fields other than statistics and \lith statistical :p:..·oblems 

c·elated to a process or series of processes. The solution for the statistical 

problem encountered may not be available in the literature and in order to 

effect a solution research is required. 

Several questions arise as to the role of the consulting statistician in 

statistical research undertaken to obtain an appropriate solution for the problen. 

Should the consulting statistician perform a significant portion of the research 

or should he merely relegate the problems to a "theorist?" Should the consult

ing statistician have a specified portion of his time allocated for research 

on statistical problems? Hhat ty-.Qe of research should he ~1·form? Shoulcl he 

work only on problen~ of immediate concern? 

Discussion of the above and other questions is presented under the foll~ring 

four non-inde~endent headings: 

i) Desirability of Research by the Consulting Statistician 

ii) Type of Research by the Consulting Statisticirul 

iii) Time Allocated to Research 

iv) Effect of Consulting on Statistical Research 

It is hoped that the audience will add to the comments :presented and to the 

topics discussed. 

Desirability £[ Research in Statistics ~ ~ Statistical Consultant. 

To be fully competent in statistical consulting, it is necessary for most 

statisticians to give further consideration to a problem than is possible in a 

conference with the consul tee. "Second t_houghts 11 on a :problem quite often lead 

to more appropriate solutions. One method to ensw:·e immediate "second thoughts 11 

on a problem is to record in writing the problem and the advice given to a client 

immediately after his departure. Also, this record of advice is extremely useful 

in future considerations of the problem. The thoroughness with which a consulting 

statistician attacks a problem determines, to a large e~:tent, the appropriate-
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Upon further reflection on a statistical consulting problem, it may develop 

tho.t research in statistics ,E_ ~ or in statistics and/or othe~ fields is 

· necessary to obtain the desired solution, The consultant is the statisticia~ 

most familiar with the statistical problem and he has established a working 

relation with the consultee; thus, it would be quite appropriate for him to 

conduct the research on the problem. Of course, the work could be relegated 

to a 11theorist" but the consultant should also be a "theorist" if he performs 

competently in consulting. Also, the conduct of research of a statistical 

nature is educational and serves to increase the stature of the consulting 

statistician. He then becomes a more capable and better qualified consultant; 

he is not so prone to force all problems into a known framework, but is willipg 

to devise new procedures if known ones are not entirely applicable. T~us, it 

appears not only advantagious but highly desirable that the consulting. statisti

cian conduct research of a statistical nature. 

The professional advantages to the statistical consultant and to his organi

zation resulting from research on statistical problems need no elaboration. The 

more scholarly approach of attempting to determine appropriate statistical pro

cedures for the problem at hand rather than trying to force everything into a 

known frame of reference will maintain the proper balance between the professional 

and the service aspects of statistics. 

Full time consulting tends to decrease ones knowledge of statistics in that 

many things learned in graduate school are seldom used and there is little or no 

time to learn other areas of statistics. True, the consulting statistician 

learns a lot about his clients' fields, but he tends to lose ground in his own 

field. Either he requires time for research and professional improvement or else 

he requires time away from his position for further education in statistics. 

~ 2f Research !2l: ~ Statistical Consultant. 

The type of research to be performed by a statistical consultant depends 

primarily upon: 

i) the interests of the consultant, 

ii) the abilities of the consultant, and 

iii) the pressures for research from the consultant's clients and adminis

trators. 
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The statistical consultant should have a good deal of freedom in the 

choice of topics for research. He is more likely to perform creditably on 

research p:coblems of grea:ter personal interest _to him than he is on research 

problems of lesser interest. He should be able, if he des ires,. to do resea:cch 

-~'6ri statistical problems whether or not they wil~ be of immediate use to his 

t::lients. Hmvever, he should, in all fairness to his organization and to his . •.·. 

clier.~.ts, do research on statistical problems of direct concern to his:c;lients. 
. . •l:! 

Joint research by the statistician and his. :client is highly desirable .•. The 

many advantages of joint research by ind~vidual9 in different fields is,,I 

belir;;ve, Y.1agnified when one of the fields is statistics. The statistician.always 

hc~sl the hope that empirical observations may .be, generalized by a mathematical . ' . 

e:~p ... ~ession. The chances of this happening a?='~ IJ1UCh greater when tJ::e statistician .. ·.: . 
. ''-' 

'iS a rllember of the research team. 
:·!:: . . . . .. ~- i 
Considerable theoretical and empirical. research on statistical problems· is 

. ,-. , .. ' . . : ; ,j \ : 'l 

ce~uire:d. at }resent and H'ill c«?ntinue to .be in tpe future. Thus, the consulting 

statistician has conside:table lee-\vay :in the selection of types of statistical 

:cesearch. 

f.:. 

·rrLne' 'to be Allotted to Research. ___ ;..;....,;;;;;..;.....;_;;,~ 

. ..l : ~ . ' 

. T~he particular position and tYIJe of organization d-etermine to a large extent 

the amount of a consulting statistician's time that can be allocated for re-
_jl ~ 

r3ea1·ch on sta:tistical problelllS. However, a desirable amount 'vould: ··appear to be 

one-<J.uarter to one-half of the statistician's office hours. A specified time 

each day, say 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. or 3:00 to 5:00p.m., or a specified day(s) of 

the We€k, should be set aside for statistical research. No other appointment 

~;houlc1 ever be allmved to have priority over the research time of the statistician. 

'l'hi::; is one appointment that must be kept if research time is to be maintained. 

Present thinking among consultees appears to be that one is not busy unless thet·e 

ts a client in one's office. Keeping the office door closed and having phone 

cal.J.s intercepted by a secretary are useful devices to preserve one's :.·e.s.earch 

time. If the effort is expended to maintain research time, the results will be 

·~··.::al1~/' re'\-Jarding to futw.'e c onsultees? to the organization" .and to the il"iii vidua.~. 
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'\clvantal)es_ .2£ C!onsulting 1<2 Hesearch !!! Gta.tis tics. 

Jtatistical consulting is not a one-way street in that the consultant only 

t?)'.>es and never receives. In fact, the research-minded. statistician receives 

as many or 111ore benefits than he imparts. The problems of real concern, the 

validity of mathematical assumptions, the validity of statistical models, the 

nature o:l e):perimental rila.terial, the deficiencies of statistical procedures, 

etc. are all topics upon which information is obtained through statistical 

consulting. The impetus for every statistical problem that I personally have 

worked on to date was derived from consultation on statistical problems of the 

consultee. Of course, my work was usually of a more general nature than re

quireu by the consultee, but the main point is that the consultee and the consul

tation supplied the initial impetus. The stimulation for statistical research 

obtainable from consulting can be one of the chief rewards in return for the 

consultant 1s help to his clients. 

'rhere are; no doubt, other items that should be discussed in connection with 

the topic 11Research by the Statistical Consultant, 11 and these will, I hope, come 

out in the discussion. Most of u.s have examples to illustrate the various 

points discussed above. I would be happy to cite examples illustrating the 

various points outlined in the discussion if requested to do so. 


